
Clear Sky Software’s Beverage Inventory
System Saving Time at the W Hotel in Bellevue
Washington
Called Clear Sky BEVERAGE, this is a comprehensive, perpetual inventory system that tracks and
controls all beverage products.

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA, USA, December 4, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Clear Sky

We are delighted and
honored to be chosen by The
W Bellevue Hotel to assist the
staff in managing their
beverage operations at this
busy hotel.”

Jay Williams

Software, Inc. ® announced today that The W Hotel in
Bellevue, Washington has implemented the company’s
beverage inventory control system to help manage and
control all beverage products.  This busy hotel is taking
advantage of the features of this industry-leading beverage
inventory system.  Called Clear Sky BEVERAGE, this is a
comprehensive, perpetual inventory system that tracks and
controls all beverage products.  Functions include
purchasing/ordering, receiving, electronic requisition, outlet
transfers/issues/returns and physical inventory.  All of these
software tools allow management at this property to report

beverage costs by location, product, and product category.  Other features allow staff to report
product fast-movers, slow- movers, cost variances, and order/vendor discrepancies.  An expanded
event management module is also part of the core system installed.  This bar code-based software,
hardware, and services combination is helping The W manage their beverage inventory with greater
efficiency while maintaining low beverage costs.

About Clear Sky Software
Clear Sky Software is a software developer, systems integrator, and technology solution provider to
the hospitality industry.  The company provides bar code-based food and beverage inventory
management systems that help hospitality organizations control inventory, reduce labor, lower costs
and increase profits.  Clear Sky systems replace manual inventory practices and eliminate repetitive
steps therefore offering improvements in worker productivity and accuracy.  Two systems – Clear Sky
FOOD and Clear Sky BEVERAGE – can be purchased together or separately.  These twin systems
help reduce the tremendous paper work and labor associated with managing food and beverage
inventory.  In addition, the company offers inventory solutions for Housekeeping, Retail Areas, and
Tableware Inventory.  Visit the company at www.clearskysoftware.com.

About The W Bellevue
Spa services, free Wi-Fi, 24-hour room service and a downtown setting help guests unwind at the
non-smoking W Bellevue. At this high-rise W, 245 contemporary rooms feature premium bedding,
iPod docks, 43-inch, flat-panel TVs and upscale toiletries. Head to the lobby for free Wi-Fi and the
library to enjoy books and games. The spa is ideal for extra pampering. Guests have several casual
spots for enjoy a drink and a nosh and access to 24-hour room service. There's also a fitness center
for staying in shape. Pets are allowed. On-site parking is free.
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